
Introduction

The Netflix ESL Lesson Plan is designed to engage students in learning English

through a popular and relevant topic - streaming entertainment. In today's digital

age, platforms like Netflix are an integral part of many people's lives, making it an

excellent subject for ESL learning. By utilizing content that students enjoy and can

relate to, this lesson plan aims to enhance language acquisition in a fun and

practical way. Through this lesson, students will not only improve their language

skills but also learn how to discuss and critique media content in English.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Stream
To watch or listen to audio or video content in real-time over the internet

without having to download it.

Binge-

watch

To watch multiple episodes or movies of a TV show or series in rapid

succession, usually for an extended period.

Subtitle
A text version of the dialogue in films and television programs displayed at

the bottom of the screen, typically translating from another language.

'Netflix and

chill'

(slang) A catchphrase commonly used humorously as a euphemism for sexual

activity, suggested by watching Netflix with a romantic partner.

Genre
A category that classifies media content based on its theme, style, and

subject matter, such as action, comedy, drama, etc.

Contextual Usage



- I love to stream movies on Netflix during my free time.

- We had a great weekend binge-watching our favorite TV series.

- The show was in Spanish, so I turned on the subtitles to follow along.

- Let's have a 'Netflix and chill' night with snacks and good movies!

- My favorite film genre is science fiction because I love futuristic themes.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Netflix ESL Lesson Plan, start with a fun and interactive activity.

Create a "Guess the Genre" game where you show students brief clips from

different genres of movies or TV shows available on Netflix. As they watch the clips,

have them guess the genre by using key descriptive words related to each genre,

such as "action-packed," "suspenseful," or "heartwarming." This not only energizes

the class but also helps familiarize students with vocabulary associated with

different genres. It sets a lively tone for exploring language within varying contexts

that will be encountered throughout the lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Genre Charades

Split the class into groups and assign each group a different movie genre. Each

group will take turns acting out scenes related to their assigned genre while the

other groups guess the genre being portrayed. This activity encourages students to

use descriptive vocabulary and enhances their understanding of various genres.

Listening Exercise: Scene Description

Play short clips from different movies or TV shows available on Netflix. After each



clip, have students work in pairs to describe what they heard, including key actions,

emotions, and any relevant dialogue. This activity sharpens listening skills and

encourages collaborative discussion among students.

Roleplay Activity: Reviewing Movies

Have students roleplay as film critics discussing recently watched Netflix movies or

shows. They can take turns being the critic or the filmmaker, expressing opinions

about plot lines, character development, cinematography, and more. This promotes

fluency in expressing opinions and viewpoints in English within a specific context.

Reading & Writing Task: Create a Plot Synopsis

Divide the class into pairs and provide them with brief descriptions of different

movies available on Netflix. Ask each pair to choose one description and expand it

into a detailed plot synopsis that they would find interesting for an English-speaking

audience. This activity hones reading comprehension skills along with creative

writing abilities.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with selecting a movie or TV show on Netflix

and analyzing its genre, storyline, and character development. They should write a

short review summarizing their thoughts on the content they watched. Additionally,

students are encouraged to identify specific vocabulary related to the chosen genre

and be prepared to discuss it in the next class.

This assignment reinforces understanding of genres discussed in class and

encourages independent analysis and expression of opinions in English. It also

helps students further engage with language elements relevant to entertainment

media.

Conclusion



Key Points Summary

In this Netflix ESL Lesson Plan, students delved into various aspects of language

and communication through the lens of streaming entertainment. They explored

vocabulary related to streaming, genres, and media consumption while practicing

listening, speaking, and writing skills within these contexts.

Reflection

As you reflect on this lesson, consider the practical application of media-related

language in your everyday life. Understanding various genres, being able to discuss

your preferences or critique content in English are valuable skills for both social

interaction and professional environments. Recognizing the linguistic elements

surrounding popular culture enhances your fluency in English and equips you with

relevant communication tools for diverse settings.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

The Netflix ESL Lesson Plan is an exceptional topic for ESL learning due to its

relevance and engagement. It taps into the students' existing interests in popular

streaming platforms like Netflix and allows for authentic discussion and exploration

of diverse genres, language usage, and cultural context. By incorporating media

content that students are familiar with, this lesson plan encourages active

participation, critical thinking, and the practical application of language skills in

real-world scenarios. The interactive nature of this topic fosters a dynamic learning

environment where students can express their opinions, enhance vocabulary

acquisition, improve listening comprehension, and develop greater fluency in

English through meaningful discussions about movies and TV shows. Additionally,

the use of subtitles provides exposure to different accents and dialects while

enhancing reading comprehension. Overall, the Netflix ESL Lesson Plan offers an



engaging way to incorporate enjoyable content into language learning while

expanding students' linguistic abilities in an authentic manner.


